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Mary DiNunzio is trying to make partner in her cutthroat Philadelphia law firm. She's too busy to worry about the

crank phone calls that she's been getting—until they fall into a sinister pattern. Mary can't shake the sensation that

someone is watching her. Following her every move. Then the shadowboxing turns deadly, and she has to fight for

something a lot more important than a partnership—her life.
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An Edgar Award nominee (for her first legal thriller, Everywhere That Mary Went), Lisa Scottoline actually won the

Edgar for her follow-up, Final Appeal. With five legal thrillers behind her, Scottoline--a graduate of the University of

Pennsylvania Law School--has joined the league of lawyers-turned-literaries.

Her voice in Final Appeal is crisp and wry; of the law clerks in her office, the narrator declares that she's got

"pantyhose with more mileage ... and better judgment."

Lawyer and single mom Grace Rossi has taken a part-time job in a federal appeals court. Her lover and boss, the chief

judge, is found dead, and Rossi plays the sleuth. As her previous bestsellers, Scottoline can create feisty female

characters who struggle with a variety of issues, producing a fast-paced, well-structured read.
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